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Life with MIL is a story thirty-one years in the making. 
It’s a story of friendship, respect, unwavering love,

and incredible heartbreak.

In Life with MIL, Lisa takes her readers along with her and her mother-in-law, Rosemary, 
on a journey through the ups, downs, twists, and turns of life with Alzheimer’s. � eir unique 
friendship was no average mother-in-law-daughter-in-law relationship, and as they defi ed 
the odds, for a little while, of this debilitating disease, their friendship grew.

Lisa advocated to keep Rosemary active as part of her family, and to hold on to the 
pieces she could see slipping away. Lisa continued to struggle to comfort her mother-in-
law when she was scared, alone, confused, angry. She grappled with feelings of guilt as she 
endeavored to balance her life being a Mom, business owner, and wife. In tandem, Lisa 
strove to comfort her husband as he was forced to say goodbye to his mother again and 
again. Together they celebrated the fl eeting glimpses of Rosemary when she would have 
moments of clarity, together they laughed in moments when there was nothing else they 
could do, and together they cried in the moments when the pain became almost unbearable. 

Lisa made a promise to her mother-in-law that she would tell their whole story; that 
she would do what she could to help others on the same journey. Rosemary truly felt that 
helping others was her way of using this disease for the better. Whether you are fi ghting 
against this disease alongside your own loved one or know someone who is, Life with MIL 
will help you realize you are not alone, and that it’s okay to laugh sometimes. Every time 
someone picks up this book Rosemary’s desire to help others spreads as they read her story 
and fi nd a little comfort.

LISA DAVENPORT has been telling stories through fi ne custom 
interiors and exteriors for more than twenty-fi ve years. After all, great 
designs tell a story.  

In 2012, while her mother-in-law was slipping away from her into 
the depths of Alzheimer’s, Lisa started sharing their journey as random 
Facebook posts. She never expected those short little stories would be 
so well received. So well, in fact, that numerous followers and friends, 
including her mother-in-law, encouraged her to write a book. As a 

dyslexic, Lisa was crippled by fear when it came to writing. How could she write an entire 
book? Believing it truly does take a village, Lisa surrounded herself with those who could 
guide her through the process while still preserving her own signature on the design of this 
very important story. 
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BOOK CLUB QUESTIONS

1. Would you recommend this book to someone?  Why or why not (or with what  
caveats)?  What kind of reader would most enjoy this book?

2. Did any part of this book strike a particular emotion in you? Which part and what 
emotion did the book make you feel?

3. How much did you know about this book before picking it up? What surprised you  
the most about the book?

4. How thought-provoking did you find the book?  Did the book change your opinion 
about anything, or did you learn something new from it? If so, what? 

5. Did you highlight or bookmark any passages from the book? Did you have a favorite 
quote or quotes? If so, share which and why? Did something stick with you?

6. From your point of view, what were the central themes of the book? How well do you 
think the author did at exploring them?



7. How would you adapt this book into a movie? Who would you cast in the 
leading roles?

8. Did you think the first sentence of the book was effective? Why do you 
think the author started with that sentence?

9. What was your favorite quote from this book and why?

 
10. Do you feel the book cover captures the essence of the book?

11. If you could ask the author one question about the book, what would it be?

12. Would you read another book by this author? Why or why not?


